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Continuation of the discussion on semi-classical issues
from two weeks ago following John Barret’s talk.
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Goal of the Panel Discussion
Main Issue that came up two weeks ago:
• In semi-classical considerations:
1) is it adequate to focus on states represented by just a few simplices
with faces which have large areas (i.e., dual graphs whose edges have
large j values); or,
2) Must we consider states with lots of edges with low j values?
• As we will see, the answer depends on the physical context. Need
sharper formulations. Also, the discussion on dynamics has to be divided
into two parts: In low energy physics,
A) What is the adequate description for (boundary) states; and
B) What is the adequate approximation for calculating transition
amplitudes for given semi-classical boundary states.
I will emphasize the quantum geometry perspective (as opposed to spin
foams).
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Zooming-in on quantum geometry: BH Entropy
• Physical Question: What are the micro-states underlying a large,
smooth isolated horizon?
• Heuristics: Wheeler’s It from Bit
Divide the horizon into elementary cells, each carrying area ℓpl 2 .
Assign to each cell a ‘Bit’ i.e. 2 states.
Then, # of cells n ∼ ao /ℓpl 2 ; No of states N ∼ 2n ;
Shor ∼ ln N ∼ n ln 2 ∼ ao /ℓpl 2 . Thus, Shor ∝ ao /ℓpl 2 .
• Argument was made rigorous in quantum geometry. Many inaccuracies
of the heuristic argument had to be overcome: Quanta of area not ℓpl 2 but
p
4πγ j(j+) ℓpl 2 ; Calculation has to know that the surface is an isolated
horizon; Have to address the question: What is a quantum horizon?
• While all j contribute,
as Alex Perez emphasized two weeks ago, the dominant
contribution comes from j = 1/2. So, even in when
the classical horizon is smooth, nearly flat, microstates
necessarily require lots and lots of small spins.
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Coherent States of Photons
• Dynamical semi-classical states: Coherent states peaked at a Fµν (k).
Low energy: support on |~k| ≪ ωPl , say. Can be described as Flux network
states. (Varadarajan; AA, Lewandowski, Ghosh, Fairhurst; Vehlinho)
• Flux network basis: The U(1) analogs of spin-network basis:
Nα,nI (A), where I labels edges in the graph α; and nI are integers
(analogs of spins j in quantum geometry.)
• Coherent state peaked at (A = 0, E = Eo ) as an element of Cyl⋆ :
i
h P
R 3
P
P
−1/2
FI
(Nα,nI |
(Ψ| = α,nI e~ I nI d x [Eo (x)− J nJ FJ (x)] ∆
where FI is the (smeared) form factor of the Ith edge.

• For any fixed graph α, the coherent state peaked at values of nI tailored
R
~ = P nJ
~ · dS
E
to Eo (x):
J
S
where J runs over edges that intersect the large surface S.
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Maxwell theory continued
• We can project (Ψ| on any graph αo :
This Shadow captures coarse grained properties of (Ψ|
• A coarse graph suffices to obtain the right expectation value of electric
R
P
~
~
flux across large surfaces S. S E · dS = J nJ implies the state peaked
at large nI
• But if we want to recover the correct expectation values and fluctuations
for electric fluxes across small surfaces S, we need a fine graph: lots of
edges and lots of intersections intersections with S. Then the shadow
state is peaked on nI ∼ 1.
• These qualitative remarks summarize detailed calculations with precise
statements. Main conclusion: Appropriate coarse graining is dictated by
physical considerations. To recover just the leading order classical result,
suffices to use coarse graphs and then led to use large nI .
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Quantum Cosmology: Dynamics
• Bianchi I model: 3 scale factors. LQC physical state |p1 , p2 , p3 ; φo i at a
relational time φ = φo . Specified by the three areas ∼ pi ℓpl 2 . The
underlying, "true" microscopic state complicated; fine graphs, lots of
edges, each with a low jI label. But upon coarse graining, suffices to
specify just three large labels pi .
• Dynamics dictated by the LQC Hamiltonian constraint. We can construct semi-classical
states peaked at classical trajectories in the low curvature regime. But this requires a very
careful construction of the Hamiltonian constraint.

• Suppose full LQG has correct semi-classical limit. If we are interested
just in the dynamics of the three scale factors, we can coarse-grain
inhomogeneities. The coarse grained LQG state will then be
well-described by |p1 , p2 , p3 ; φo i. Large pi , like large ji . Hope: This
dynamics is well-approximated by LQC (at least) in the low curvature
regime. Described entirely using large pi ∼ ji .
• Indication that this may be right: If we integrate out the anisotropies in a precise manner,
obtain exact LQC dynamics of the isotropic FRW model. ⇒ The full Bianchi I quantum
dynamics of the coarse-grained, isotropic DOF coincides with the FRW quantum dynamics.
– p.

Path Integrals
• Two Issues: Specification of Boundary States and calculation of
Transition Amplitudes.
• Consider first classical boundary states: Total volume V , curvature
variations negligible on a scale L. Then, we can do a simplicial
decomposition with each simplex ∼ L3 . In a second step, we can
construct a spin network state adapted to this complex. This will involve
large j ′ s. By the very formulation of the problem, we have coarse-grained
boundary states.
• If we want transition amplitudes only between such boundary states,
then Maxwell and LQC considerations suggest that the leading order
behavior will be given by considering spin foams with large j assignments.
• For such boundary states, no real tension between:
i) The true micro-state being complicated and containing information that
is much richer than that in the coarse-grained picture; and,
ii) Leading Transition amplitude given by spin foams with only a only a few
simplices labeled by large j.
Idea realized in the LQC path integrals.
– p.

ILQG discussion

Getting physics from quantum gravity

Abhay Ashtekar, Laurent Freidel, Carlo Rovelli

Some questions
1. Is quantum space made out of loops and spinnetworks or tetrahedra and 4-simplices?
2. Is flat space formed by many small tetrahedra with low-spin, or by few
large tetrahedra with with high-spin?
3.

Is low-energy physics given by quantumgravity on a single 4-simplex? Or by an infinite
triangulation limit?

4. How do we study the the continuum limit from Planck scale discretness to
the macroscopic continuum?
5. A spinfoam model is like a new version of quantum Regge calculus. So,
why it should work better than quantum Regge calculus?
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Some questions
1. Is quantum space made out of loops and spinnetworks or tetrahedra and 4-simplices?
2. Is flat space formed by many small tetrahedra with low-spin, or by few
large tetrahedra with with high-spin?
3.

Is low-energy physics given by quantumgravity on a single 4-simplex? Or by an infinite
triangulation limit?

4. How do we study the the continuum limit from Planck scale discretness to
the macroscopic continuum?
5. A spinfoam model is like a new version of quantum Regge calculus. So,
why it should work better than quantum Regge calculus?
Claim: these questions are ill posed
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1. Is quantum space made out of loops and spin-networks or tetrahedra and
4-simplices?

The meaningful question in quantum theory is not how something is, but how
it responds to a measurement.
There is no space “between” quanta of space, and it makes no sense to ask
what is the geometry between one quantum and another, or inside a quantum,
or what is the “geometry of quantum”.
It is like asking for the “shape of a photon”. Or “What do I measure if I
measure the energy in the space occupied by half a photon?”
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2. Is flat space formed by few tetrahedra with high spin, or by many
tetrahedra (or loops) with low spin?

How many particles are there in the Fock vacuum?
How many particles are invoved in a two-particle interaction?
Quantum theory gives the probability for measurement outcomes: it does not
describe “what is between measurements”.
“In between pictures” are just descriptions of the ways I decide to do
calculations. They are different for different measurements, and at different
orders in perturbation theory.
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The good question, I think, is:
What can we compute that makes sense?
and
How can we compute it?
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The problem of quantum gravity is –in a sense – two problems:
1. What is the right (background independent) theory?
2. How do extract physics from a background independent QFT?

Difficulties:
1. In standard QFT distances and time intervals gives locations in spacetime
where the field is measured. In quantum gravity distances and time
interval are quantum measurements of the gravitational field.
2. I think it is interesting to compute scattering amplitudes. These depend
on a background: they describe interactions of excitations in a flat space
context. How do we tell a background independent theory that there is a
background?
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The only solution I know:

1.

Boundary formalism

2.

Vertex expansion

3.

Large spin expansion
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1. Boundary formalism
– Scattering amplitudes depend on the measured geometry around the
scattering region.
– It is the boundary state that tells the theory about the background.
– Not different than in standard QFT:
W (x, x0 )

=

h0|φ(x)φ(x0 )|0i

=

x0 )e−iHt |0i
h0| eiHt φ(~
x)e−iHt eiHt φ(~

=

hφ(~
x)0t | e−iH(t

(1)
0

0

W (x, x0 ) = he−iH(t

0

−t)

0

−t)

|φ(~
x0 )0t0 i.

(3)

| φ(~
x) φ(~
x0 ) |0t ⊗ 0t0 iH

in ⊗Hout

In quantum gravity →
W (x, y, Ψboundary ) = hW | φ(~
x0 ) φ(~
x0 ) |Ψboundary iH

boundary

This quantity is a 4d diffeomorpism invariant and well-defined. It
reduces to standard 2-point function in the flat space theory. Locations of x
and x0 are well defined with respect to the boundary state.
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(2)

(4)

2. Vertex expansion

1.

There is no way in physics you can compute without a suitable approximation scheme.

2. QFT expansion = truncation to a finite number of degrees of freedom.
QED: a finite order in perturbation theory has a finite number of particles.
size of the phenomenon L
.)
Lattice QCD: finite lattice (# of cells by minimal
relevant wavelength λ
3. Is there a truncation to a finite number of d.of f. in gravity, which is
physically good in some regimes?
4. Yes! Truncate GR to a finite triangulation of spacetime (vertex
size of the phenomenon L
expansion). # of simplices determined by minimal
.
relevant wavelength λ
5. It is background independent, in the same sense in which Regge calculus is.
6. Where is it good? Many istances: Cosmology! Long wavelenght at fixed
distance. Large distance expansion of the propagator...
7. Precise characterization of the regime of validity (on the boundary state)
require us to compute higher orders and compare.
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2. Large spin limit

• In quantum gravity there is a built in scale, lPlanck . Unlikely quantum
Regge calculus.
• The vertex expansion is not a large distance L  lPlanck approximation.
• At fixed order in the vertex expansion, large distance with respect to the
Planck scale means high spins; because Area ∼ j.
• High spins = high quantum numbers = semiclassical limit. Therefore the
theory must go to GR (truncated on a fixed lattice) for high spins, at fixed
triangulation.
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Summary
1. “Loopy, polymer, triangulated” spaces are helps for intuition, not descriptions
of reality. No incompatibility between them.
2. In quantum gravity, flat space is neither many small planck scale things not
few big large-spin 4 simplices. It is a process with a transition amplitudes. We
can represent it with different pictures, according to the measurements we are
considering, the calculation scheme, and the approximation scheme.
3. We must compute diff-invariant amplitudes, including when dealing with
excitations over a flat space. The only way of doing so that I know is to code
the background into the boundary space. (Boundary formalism.)
4. We need an approximation scheme. For scattering amplitudes, we can truncate
degrees of freedom to a finite number, very much like is done in computing in
QED and QCD. (Vertex expansion.)
5. Regime of validity of the vertex expansion: processes whose size L is not much
larger than the minimal relevant wavelength λ. Includes the large distance
behavior of the scattering amplitudes in coordinate space.
6. At given ratio λ/L, the Large-spin Limit captures processes at scales larger
than the Planck length. It gives the semiclassical limit.
→ This does not mean that flat space is “made out of large 4-simplices”!
→ It means that we describe measurements performed at scales larger that the
Planck scale, at low order.
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Discussion on spin foam and
semi-classical limit
Laurent Freidel
LQG
2009
with A. Ashtekhar and C. Rovelli
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Background independent Gravity
The basic postulate of Loop Quantum gravity is the statement that
SU(2) spin networks states form a complete basis of the kinematical
Hilbert space of pure gravity.
This spin network states are “discrete” objects in two respects.
They are labelled by embedded graphs and the geometrical label
carried by these graphs are quantised (half integer spins).
Despite this discreteness the basic postulate is that the knowledge
quantum gravity amplitude for all possible of all
“discrete” spin networks states is equivalent to the definition of the full
theory.
The goal is then to be able to compute to compute full continuum
quantum gravity amplitudes with boundary states given by
“discrete” spin networks states

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Boundary state functional
The goal is then to be able to compute to compute full continuum
quantum gravity amplitudes with boundary states given by
“discrete” spin networks
5
IJ statesIJ

B

→ Xf

This is not a discretisation if one can achieve that for all element of the
spin network basis. e.g energy
X eigenstate in harmonic os

f
IJ
IJ
B
→
X
This is the aimf of spin foam models:
IJ
IJ
IJ
IJ
M ∂M = Σ
B
→
X
B
→
X
ff label by
To give X
anfheuristic idea: In the usual formalism states are
a continuus spatial metric
and
boundary state
ΨM (γ)
=one wish to define the
X
X
ff
M ∂M = Σ
functional
!
M ∂M
∂M ==ΣΣ
M
iSM (g)
ΨM (γ) =
Dg e
!
g|Σ =γ
(γ)==
ΨΨMM(γ)
iSM (g)
!!
Dg
e
Boundary state

iSMM(g)
(g)
iS
Dg
e
e but for boundary
In spin foam model one seek to define the same Dg
object

g|Σ

states labelled by spin networks

g|g|
ΣΣ

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Spin foam
Full quantum gravity corresponds to the knowledge of the boundary
state functional for all possible spin network states
We can certainly restrict our study to the case where the graph
supporting the spin network states may be large but is finite
The question is then to understand what approximation this corresponds
to? what type of observables one can compute in this sector ?
Restricting to the sector where the boundary states are supported on a
finite graph amounts to probe gravity with boundary states that allows
small deviation from the flat boundary.
Doesn’t necessarily mean that the bulk geometry we are studying is flat
To some extend similar to probing the bulk geometry via insertions of
boundary gravitons (a different basis of boundary states)

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Semi-Classical Limit
In the sector where we study the theory with a fixed boundary graph
it is a valid operation to consider the semi-classical limit of the
amplitudes as a test for the spin foam proposal.

In this sector the semi-classical limit corresponds to considering large
j configurations.
By duality, large j corresponds to probe the boundary states only along
small curvature

How large j should be?
What should the spin foam amplitude be asymptotic to in the semiclassical limit ?

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Semi-Classical Limit
In the sector where we study the theory with a fixed boundary graph
it is a valid operation to consider the semi-classical limit of the
amplitudes as a test for the spin foam proposal.

In this sector the semi-classical limit corresponds to considering large
j configurations.
By duality, large j corresponds to probe the boundary states only along
small curvature

How large j should be?

j = 30 is enough to get results at 1%

What should the spin foam amplitude be asymptotic to in the semiclassical limit ?
It should be asymptotic to the exponential of the Hamilton-Jacobi
functional of gravity evaluated on classical boundary configurations
labelled by spin network : The Regge action
Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Some objections
BUT even if one has finite spin network boundary states the spin
foam amplitude should contain infinite number of vertices ?

BUT Spin networks have nothing to do with triangulations so why the
Regge action?

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Some objections
BUT even if one has finite spin network boundary states the spin
foam amplitude should contain infinite number of vertices ?

Not necessarily as we are going to see
BUT Spin networks have nothing to do with triangulations so why the
Regge action?
That’s not exactly the case! We do know the precise
relationship now.

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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−→
"
Gv =
ge

Hamilton-jacobi for gravity

e⊃v

(56)

e⊃v

Λ

Λ

(57)

Suppose that we consider the FULL Hamilton-Jacobi functional of
S(γ)(58)γ
continuus gravity S(γ) γwhich depends on a 3d metric
And suppose that we evaluate this functional not on a general metric
but on a piecewise linear metric
Then for a special subclass of 3d piecewise linear metric one can show
that the continuus Hamilton-Jacobi action of 4d gravity is given when
evaluated on this metric by the Regge action of a simple 4dimensional
complex
The Regge action is NOT the discretisation of gravity but the continuum
action evaluated on certain class of boundary configuration.
This is a fundamental difference and show that boundary discreteness
might be enough to insure bulk discretness too.
Not fully conclusive of course since this is not proven in all cases but
suggestive.
Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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KF (g) =

!

2 (g)− sin κm ) and triangulation
Spin
iT (Pnetwork
!
κ
dT e
e∈Γ

KF (g) =

dje

(55)

iT (P 2 (g)− sinκκm )

dT e

Let us remark that we can restrict spin network states to be 4-Valent:
−→
"
−
→
"
This is the minimum valency required to haveG3d
volume
ge (56)
v =
Gv =
ge
maps
This is a superselected sector of the theory No hamiltonian
e⊃v
a 4 to a 5 valent graph

e⊃v

Λ states to
This is a sector that contains enough semi-classical
Λ a discrete geometry
(57)
reconstruct

S(γ) γ
The Hilbert space of the theory factorises as an Hilbert space
#for each
2
L (GΓ ) =
H"v (58)
vertex S(γ) γ

L2 (GΓ ) = ⊕je (⊗v H"v )

SU (2)

Hj1 ,···,jn = (Vj1 ⊗ · · · Vjn )

intertwinner space

v

Hj1 ,···,jn = (Vj1 ⊗ · · · Vjn(59)
)SU (2)

(60)

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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v

e

Λ

−
d"
j→
e

S(γ) (57)
γ
(56)
#
2
L (GΓ ) =
H"v

ge
Spinv =network
and triangulation
e∈Γ
G

−→ !
"
e⊃v
S(γ)
γ
(58)
sin
κm
2 (g)−
The
Hilbert
space
of
the
theory
factorises
as
an
Hilbert
space
for each
iT
(P
)
=
g
(56)
e
κ
KF (g) =
dT e
(55)v
vertex

Λ

e⊃v2

L (GΓ ) = ⊕je (⊗v H"v )
−→
"
S(γ) γ
Gv =
ge
Λ
Hj1 ,···,jn = (V2j1 e⊃v
⊗ · · ·#
Vjn )SU (2)

intertwinner space

(57)

Hj1 ,···,jn = (Vj1 ⊗ (59)
· · · Vjn )SU (2)

(58)

(57) (56)

(60)

L valency
(GΓ ) = 4 H"v is the space of fuzzy tetrahedra
(59)Barbieri
In the case of

v
S(γ) γ
(58) (57)
Λ
Two key new results:
#Hj ,···,j = (Vj ⊗ · · · Vj )SU (2)
(60)
γ be label by geometrical tetrahedra
H"S(γ)
(59) (58)Conrady, LF
Can
Γ) =
v
1

n

n

1

#
L2 (GΓ ) =is isomorphic
H"v
(59)with
to an Hilbert space associated
quantisation
of discrete geometry on a triangulation
v
SU
(2)

v

(Vj1 ⊗ · · · Vjn )

(60)

SU (2)

Hj1 ,···,jn = (Vj1 ⊗ · · · Vjn )

Speziale, LF

(60)

This gives a new interpretation of spin network states as being precisely related to
geometry of a triangulation.

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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Conclusions
We can restrict to the study of quantum gravity with boundary states
living on large but finite graph
We have to learn what type of physical question this framework allow to
adress? what type of approximation it correspond too ? (cf Carlo talk)
Boundary spin network states are related in a fundamental way to
discrete geometry at least in the 4-valent superselected sector
The semi-classical limit of quantum gravity amplitude in this sector is
expected to be related to the gravity Hamiton-Jacobi functional on
discrete boundary configuration hence the Regge action
Certain physical questions might not be captured in this approach:
The S-Matrix or AdS functional seems to require infinite graphs.

Spin foam is a framework whose aim is to define this entity in the
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